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Abstract — We describe and demonstrate an extensible framework that supports data exploration and provenance in the context of Human Terrain Analysis (HTA). Working closely with defence analysts we extract requirements and a list of features that characterise data analysed at the end of the HTA chain. From these, we select an appropriate non-classified data source with analogous features, and model it as a set of facets. We develop ProveML, an XML-based extension of the Open Provenance Model, using these facets and augment it with the structures necessary to record the provenance of data, analytical process and interpretations. Through an iterative process, we develop and refine a prototype system for Human Terrain Visual Analytics (HTVA), and demonstrate means of storing, browsing and recalling analytical provenance and process through analytic bookmarks in ProveML. We show how these bookmarks can be combined to form narratives that link back to the live data. Throughout the process, we demonstrate that through structured workshops, rapid prototyping and structured communication with intelligence analysts we are able to establish requirements, and design schema, techniques and tools that meet the requirements of the intelligence community. We use the needs and reactions of defence analysts in defining and steering the methods to validate the framework.

1 INTRODUCTION

Understanding the 'human terrain' is now considered essential to enable effective operations in regions in which military and intelligence resources are deployed. This landscape of social, political and economic organisation, conflicting beliefs and values and various interactions between local populations and military operations is complex and dynamic. Obtaining the information required involves diverse teams at many levels (strategic, tactical and operational) including intelligence from troops on the ground, many of whom have distinct socio-cultural skills and expertise. First-hand human terrain information is collected through observation, interviews, and surveys – current practice is described in the handbooks published by the U.S. Army [15, 16]. Information about the human terrain is thus diverse. It is also inconsistent in quality, source and structure and frequently contains conflicting views.

Intelligence analysts use this diverse, incomplete and conflicting socio-cultural information to undertake human terrain analysis (HTA) [7] – the process through which what is known about the human terrain is studied, built into knowledge that describes the situation and used to understand and evaluate the effects and interactions associated with a military presence [51]. Doing so helps predict and assess potential threats and likely effects of intervention [37]. Distinct populations, their characteristics, key individuals and allegiances are identified and assessments made about how populations, groups or individuals are likely to behave. Analysts are interested in identifying recruiting methods, locations, targets, important dates, means and methods of transportation and communication, power structures and dependencies within supply networks, where tensions and disagreements occur and suchlike [37]. Some authors interpret this as cultural or socio-cultural intelligence (e.g. [37]) – enabling analysts to draw on the broader methods developed in sociology, cultural studies and anthropology whilst focusing on turning insights developed through these methods into actionable intelligence. In practice, HTA analysts seek to understand and predict the amount of danger that military personnel will expect to face, or the extent of cooperation they can expect from the local populations.

De Vries [7] argues that one of the most difficult aspects of
analysing human terrain information is to turn data into actionable intelligence because many office-based intelligence analysts seldom experience the socio-cultural environment they are studying [37]. Moore [31] develops ideas of critical thinking [38] in the context of intelligence analysis through a number of case studies. These case studies show where problems have occurred and the kinds of mistakes that could have been avoided if analysts were more critical in their thinking. Patton [37] summarises a list of critical thinking questions that focus on the socio-cultural issues in analysing the human terrain. Understanding the human terrain is an ongoing task that requires comprehensive background knowledge so that trends can be judged and information assessed [30], with critical thinking a key component [31]. The process by which this knowledge is acquired must ensure that analysts are aware of data provenance whilst supporting critical thinking. It must involve recording and storing the analytic process so that intelligence can be justified, processes analysed and replayed, and gaps in information identified. Analytic tools and means of capturing and using data and analytical provenance are key here.

We tackle the challenges of undertaking rapid and meaningful analysis to develop insights that can be used as actionable intelligence through Human Terrain Visual Analytics (HTVA). Our work with defence analysts (DAs) applies visual approaches to HTA, where field reports from diverse sources of varying provenance, currency and quality are used to assess and compile a description of the human terrain. The objective is to use cutting edge ideas from visualization and visual analytics [26, 53] to develop techniques that are meaningful in HTA and can be taken through to delivery by the DAs.

A human-centred approach involving workshops with DAs allowed us to establish that compiling human terrain from such diverse sources of data requires an appreciation of the reliability of sources, how these sources relate to each other and how the sources were assessed in order to come up with interpretations. We use an iterative development process to design and deliver prototype HTVA tools to assist in interpreting these data, and to maintain a record of how these were used to arrive at interpretations. Our contributions are an extensible framework for HTVA that involves:

i. the identification of characteristics of data used at the analytical end of of the HTA chain;
ii. a schema (ProveML) for modelling and storing the data, analytical provenance and interpretation;
iii. a prototype system for performing HTVA;
iv. a means of storing, browsing and recalling analytical provenance and process through analytical bookmarks;
v. a means of forming narratives from analysts’ findings, that link to the original live data.

The work is grounded [23] through a structured human-centred process [28] in which the kind of iterative approach described by Munzner [34] guards against threats to validity. This enables us to design schema, techniques and tools that link directly back to the requirements of the intelligence community and meet their needs.

2 APPROACH

Two full-day workshops held in a neutral space allowed us to establish current practice and perceived needs from the application domain and acquire feedback on progress and additional requirements in response to prototype solutions. Requirements for the HTVA prototype, data and provenance framework were developed in the light of this knowledge. Design and development used rapid, iterative agile methods that accommodated feedback on progress and enabled suggestions for enhancements and additional needs to be prioritised and implemented.

Four DAs participated in the requirements workshop along with eight academic members of the research team with expertise in visualisation design, analytic provenance and information management. The workshop was collaborative, with DAs and academics working together in mixed groups to share and discuss ideas and build common understanding [28].

Having shared preliminary information through ‘fast forward’ style presentations with a single indicative graphic, we established context through a series of presentations by DAs on their current work and objectives. The emphasis here was on describing current systems and perspectives on human terrain analysis. Participants recorded descriptions of the good and bad aspects of the current situation along with aspirations on colour-coded Post-it notes. DA contributions were marked accordingly and each participant was asked to highlight a ‘favourite’ statement that they deemed most important. We emphasised the value of all contributions and the need for inclusivity by asking each individual to read out their preferred characteristic [11]. This resulted in 78 descriptions of the current situation: 18 ‘good’, 26 ‘bad’ and 13 ‘aspirations’ with 19 identified as ‘favourites’ including indicative aspirations such as: “provide good and rich summaries for which details can be accessed”, “a larger suite of tools / techniques that compliment each other well” and “using geospatial techniques to map micro narratives – showing how they evolve”. Both DAs and academics recorded these descriptions with ratios of 7:11, 11:17 and 11:21 from DA and academic participants respectively.

The DAs operate with classified data, meaning that our work needed to focus on accessible data sets with analogous characteristics. Data characteristics and analytical needs were established in small groups each containing a DA. A series of candidate data sets that might be used to develop novel tools and techniques for HTVA were considered in the discussions.

Given the shared context established, much discussion continued over lunch. This was followed by a visualization awareness workshop [27] showcasing selected academic and design work to demonstrate the variety of approaches that might be considered. Themed sections on stories, text, cartography, interaction and fluidity, transformation and user-centred visualization were used to stimulate ‘like’/‘dislike’ responses captured once again on Post-it notes during the presentation. Of the 216 responses collected, 83 were from DAs. Having identified possible visual approaches, participants were then asked to extract generic and specific ideas from these visual stimuli that might be applied to address the good, bad and aspirational characteristics through which we described the current situation. We captured 51 of these ideas to be used as guiding principles in design, 33 coming from DAs. They were prioritised through a hierarchical process in which pairs of participants selected the most significant of their characteristics before pairing with other groups and repeating the process iteratively. This gave us an indication of the significance of each guiding principle and levels of agreement.

Having considered these various visualization stimuli, we worked individually on scenarios for visualization in the HTVA context. We established 20 of these relatively specific foci for development work. Our DA colleagues then took the initiative – an interesting move that emphasized the participatory nature of the exercise — by suggesting we work on scenarios based on the impending London Olympics in group discussion. Four groups, each containing and to an extent led by a DA, developed user stories, considered relevant datasets, discussed alternative scenarios and sketched solutions based on perspectives relating to hotels, the economy, socio-political issues and transportation. A rapporteur subsequently communicated key elements of the discussion to the wider group with sketches and flip charts.

A feedback workshop held at the same venue was used to steer development work by establishing DA reactions to prototype solutions developed on the basis of the established requirements. A structured process was used to evaluate the HTVA proposals developed involving: an introduction in light of the specific requirements being addressed; a demonstration of progress; the presentation of direct questions to inform subsequent development; open discussion about possibilities and directions. The uncertain nature of the proposed designs was emphasized to invite critique and suggested revisions. This was followed by open discussion about data, possible scenarios and views on progress and priorities. Reactions and ideas captured by transcribing the meeting in full enabled us to identify popular features, those that required more detailed or auxiliary data and those that were out-of-scope. We were then able to prioritise additions and development.
3 Requirements and Influences

All information recorded at the initial workshop was transcribed, resulting in 402 Post-it notes and various sketches. The DAs reported negative issues with their current setup as including the dominance of single views rather than linked views or transforming views; the lack of uncertainty or provenance visualization; the difficulty in mapping and identifying nuances; and unseen bias in data. Positives included the well established workflow, strong understanding of analytical techniques and some recent tools that provide a platform for analysis. Responses that were indicative of more than one captured view were flagged as resonating.

Aspirations included the need for techniques that showed networks in their spatial context, mapping ‘micro-narratives’ to see how situations evolve, the concept of a “Digital Recce” — a summary of what is known about unstructured information relating to a particular theme — and an emphasis on “Rapid 70%+ methods to give you a good look at a problem in a short time”.

Examples of guiding principles that scored well in our prioritization exercise included: ‘lead generators’ — “you can delve into the data to find new things (multiple questions)”; ‘visualization in context’ — “seeing not just the one thing I’ve selected, but how it fits into the whole set’; ‘comparison (and exploration) over time, over space, over additional attributes’ — especially when comparison involves coordinates of the plane (superposition, juxtaposition [19]); ‘dynamic visualizations’ — “movement of information between states (e.g. network and geo) would improve analytical understanding”

As noted by [44], domain experts can be more forward in suggesting solutions than discussing problems. Given the design emphasis of the visualization guidelines exercise many of the scenarios generated were less applied and more focussed on tool development than HTVA. Nevertheless, we captured a series of questions that might be answered through the proposed designs including: Who is the major influence here (now)? What is the current situation here (now)? Why is this group becoming more prevalent here (now)?

Responses were coded to identify key themes but given the mass of detailed information these were deemed too general to guide design effectively. Alternatively a series of design rules were established to relate development of software components and the languages and processes used to link them to the range of requirements established at the workshop. This enabled us to make systematic use of the knowledge acquired and ensure that it influenced our work effectively. Having considered the responses and themes, their individual and collective scope and varying degrees of detail we established a principle whereby solutions should address:

i. at least 5 characteristics captured, with an emphasis on DA responses and those not yet addressed;
ii. at least 5 aspirations, again emphasizing those from DAs, those yet to be addressed and those highlighted as favourites;
iii. at least 3 guiding principles that were from DAs and achieved at least round 2 status in the prioritization exercise.

In the case of visualization design ideas we agreed to additionally consider the influential aspects of the visualization examples and emphasize reactions originating from DAs, those identified as resonating, and those that had not yet been influential in existing designs. The project team complied with this approach by digesting the full transcribed data set and recording characteristics, aspirations, guidelines and visualization examples used as influences in their design ideas for others to see. Whilst the numbers used here are somewhat arbitrary they were determined following consideration of the data. Most importantly, this agreed practice ensured that designers engaged with requirements and that different designs tackled HTVA from different perspectives. It enabled us to justify design decisions and gave us a good working basis for grounding them in requirements established through the workshops.

4 Data

The group work on data and analytical needs from the requirements workshop revealed data to consist of unstructured or semi-structured reports representing multiple, often conflicting, viewpoints through micro-narratives that are full of nuance. These time-stamped reports use a standard format and clear language (no metaphors or sarcasm). They are about places, have a named author and include links and cross references. There may be a time lag between data collection and the appearance of a report in the system. An analyst may receive thousands of these reports on a daily basis.

Various forms of uncertainty are associated with these data. This is implicit in the reports, but made explicit through subjective measures of credibility applied to sources. Data are incomplete — with known and unknown gaps — likely to involve collection bias and potentially prone to deliberate spoofing. Translation and transcription may involve additional uncertainty and bias. Automated techniques such as named entity extraction or sentiment analysis may be used to derive additional data from reports, but also introduce uncertainty. Spatial and temporal uncertainties exist but were considered “well understood”. Uncertainty associated with the analytic process is not formally documented, but is assessed informally.

Analytical needs included capabilities for triaging (grouping), selecting and linking reports. Multiple aspects of reports need to be considered — e.g. people or places — in light of multiple themes. The ability to look for bias, explore data gaps and restructure reports using alternative schema were highlighted. This work is frequently undertaken in the context of other data sets. There was a request for ‘schemas within schemas’ through which data can be viewed and transformed and different perspectives encoded.

We used these characteristics to select an appropriate surrogate from publicly available data sources. Standard social media sources such Twitter or Facebook are not appropriate — the language being too informal, the text lacking structure, the message length being limited and the quality (and quantity) of information being relatively low. Internet review sites offer a useful alternative. We selected Qype [42] — Europe’s largest user-generated local reviews site — as our source through the ‘Qype for Developers’ API [43].

Qype has a number of similarities with HTA structured reports. Every review is a text-based report with information about the author, time of review and rating given. Each review links to the place reviewed, each place has a geographical location and is assigned to one or more hierarchical categories (e.g. “Restaurant”, “Indian Restaurant”). There may be a time lag between the event reported (visit to the place) and the preparation and posting of the review. Whilst some reviewers follow a consistent structure, this structure is not the same across reviewers. There is often lack of consensus amongst reviewers since they vary in their opinions. The quality of an establishment may also change over time and its context may change (e.g. new ownership) in ways that may or may not be picked up in the reviews.

There are also some important differences. Qype reviews describe places, whereas HTA reports tend to describe people, groups of people and organisations. Geographical information in real intelligence reports may be richer than simple point locations — for example areas or multiple points along a patrol route. They also are written by a very diverse set of people, including social scientists, regional studies experts and military sources.

Despite these differences, the DAs agreed that Qype represents an appropriate surrogate data source for our work. Through the Qype API we extracted 2669 reviews from 1551 reviewers of 1000 places across 959 categories.

5 Facets and Schema

In order to ensure that our work with the Qype review data remains applicable to the HTA context, and that we are able to provide a general framework for HTVA, we abstracted key characteristics of the data that matched the properties of typical HTA reporting data as described by DAs in our workshops. The DAs informed us that it was important to be able to analyse different aspects of HTA data. We define and identify facets that do this. These facets reflect both data properties
and the organisational emphasis given to the data in the visual analytic views of them. The concept of the facet as a means of providing a perspective on data is used elsewhere in information visualization and visual analytic design [3, 10, 48, 56]. Such abstractions can be seen as a generalisation of other approaches used to separate visual analytic data into space, time and object classes (e.g. [1, 39]).

We identified five facets as most significant in HTVA through our analysis of the data generated at the requirements workshop: place, time, author, theme and document. These abstract entities were adequate for mapping Qype data to the characteristics of HTA data supplied by the DAs. They do not specify how each is to be represented, but rather what kinds of relationships might exist between them. So for example, place can equally be described through geocoded point values, areal units, vague geographic place names or trajectories, whilst time might be a single point in time, a range or collection of overlapping periods and could relate to an number of event types [2]. A document might be text-based, an image, an audio recording or any other artifact that can be related to one or more other facets.

Each facet may be related to a collection of any other, so for example a document may have an author, refer to a specific point in time and place and be categorised by theme. Importantly we allow themes (and themes alone) to have a reflexive relationship so that we can build thematic hierarchies as well as distinguish analysts’ annotations from primary and secondary sources. Our schema design is extensible: further facets may be added in order to reflect key relationships and visual emphasis of any systems that might use them.

5.1 ProveML

The Open Provenance Model [33] provides an abstract provenance layer that can be used for the exchange of provenance information between systems. Provenance is represented as a directed acyclic graph showing past execution of a process – the relationship of provenance to workflow is like that of logbook to recipe [32]. OPM defines three types of node:

- **Artifact** – an immutable piece of state
- **Process** – acts on artifacts, produces new artifacts
- **Agent** – controls or enables a process

These nodes are linked by edges representing dependencies between nodes in a semantic manner. For example, a Process and an Agent can be linked by a wasControlledBy dependency. Roles can be used to add additional semantic information to these dependencies.

Modelling our facets as OPM relations gives us the structure for Qype shown in Fig. 2a. Place, document, time and theme are all artifacts, an author is an agent and each document is produced as a result of a document writing process controlled by the author. The structure of connections between facets is specific to the dataset in question – for example, theme could be linked document instead of to place.

We developed ProveML, a schema for provenance, by extending OPM and implemented it as an XML schema to allow easy transformation between representations. In addition to storing the provenance of documents in Qype, we support analyst-generated documents. Such documents may refer to multiple places, times, themes or authors and we distinguish them from source documents by linking them to the special ‘bookmark’ theme and analyst comment in the document. We omit the Process in (b), (c) and (d) for clarity of representation in these diagrams.

5.2 Storing Uncertainty

There are many general categorisations of uncertainty in the literature: Gershon [18] discusses a taxonomy of imperfection; Thomson et al. [54] present a typology of uncertainty for geospatially referenced information for intelligence analysts; Skeels et al. [46] derive a classification from commonalities in uncertainty areas uncovered through qualitative interviews; and Zak and Carpendale [59] extend Thomson’s typology to support reasoning uncertainty. In our workshop session described in section 4, we identified three specific types of uncertainty as being of interest to our DAs in their HTA.

i. **source uncertainty**: how reliable is this source? Deliberate misinformation or spoofing is included in this category.

ii. **collection bias**: there will be more information about some things than others. Is some characteristic of the data significant, or is it a result of the data collection methodology?

iii. **process related uncertainty**: uncertainty that is introduced through attempts to automate extraction of information. For example, how accurate is the assessment of sentiment in the text?

We can store metrics for these types of uncertainty as annotations on our ProveML graph: any node or edge can have one or more types of uncertainty associated with it. We established simple numerical measures of these different types of uncertainty – for example, generating a measure of source uncertainty for all facets – but the framework can equally support more sophisticated numerical or ordinal measures as required. By attaching uncertainty to the graph structure in this fashion, there is potential for modelling uncertainty propagation [5].

5.3 Collections

Insights are rarely formed from a single document, time, place or theme. In fact, certain decisions (such as increasing surveillance on an individual) require multiple pieces of independent supporting evidence. ProveML can store insights drawn from multiple artifacts, but this does not reflect the process involved in selecting those documents:
elements of provenance are lost if this is not recorded. For this purpose, we define \textit{Collections} in ProveML.

A Collection is a list of artifacts of one type (which each have their own provenance graph) together with the query that was used to select them and the timestamp at which the query was performed. This makes the collection reproducible: assuming that artifacts are tagged with a creation timestamp, the same query can be performed using the data available at the time. If new data is added, the change in Collection contents can be tracked. This may affect the degree of certainty of insights that rely on that Collection elsewhere in the provenance graph. It is also valuable in the context of an audit trail: an analyst may need to justify the conclusions they arrived at given the data available at the time those conclusions were drawn.

6 Visual analytics

Having established important characteristics of the data used in HTA, identified a suitable surrogate, modelled it appropriately and achieved a strong sense of the kind of support required by DAs, we are able to design visual analytics techniques to help support and record analytical work that encourages critical thinking in the context of data provenance as described in the introduction to this paper.

Visual analytics techniques have the potential to give overviews of data, establish trends and anomalies, and help generate insights [26, 53]. Design that is informed by \textit{analysts’ needs}, \textit{analysts’ feedback} and best practice is crucial to the successful achievement of these aims. Instructive feedback from the requirements workshop influenced our designs and our systematic use of the \textit{design rules} described in section 2 ensured that our solutions addressed requirements, as we built the HTVA prototype that implements these designs (Fig. 3). Users’ needs change as they are exposed to new designs and techniques because they draw attention to previously unconsidered possibilities [28]. Demonstrating progress using the HTVA prototype allowed us to acquire helpful feedback during the design process. It enabled the DAs to explore new avenues and all of us to discuss subsequent design possibilities openly. We used the Processing environment [17] to rapidly prototype ideas, eventually developing and combining those that received positive feedback into prototype tools robust enough to demonstrate to our DAs to elicit further feedback at our workshops.

To help determine best practice, we also looked at what others had done with similar data. OpinionSeer [58] uses a combination of scatterplots and radial visualization to support the analysis of review data from TripAdvisor.com. Wu et al. [52] use the same data source to demonstrate modelling of uncertainty propagation in an analysis. Chen et al. [4] use text analysis and coordinated multiple views in their analysis of reviews of a book from amazon.com and Oelke et al. [36] extract discriminating features from reviews on amazon to generate summary reviews and correlation plots.

6.1 Overview

Our design was guided by the \textit{aspirations} and \textit{guiding principles} identified in the requirements workshop. The idea of a ‘Digital Recce’ coupled with the request for ‘rich graphical overviews’ demonstrated a strong interest in broad synoptic graphics that show the distribution and range of the data. The ‘rapid and dynamic filtering’ guiding principle showed the value DAs attached to exploratory techniques in which different aspects of data can be rapidly and visually explored. ‘Intuitive’ and ‘aesthetically-pleasing’ were also considered important characteristics to which we designed.

The way in which we abstracted data into facets (section 5) also informed the design. This abstraction allowed us to use the surrogate dataset in a way that directly maps onto the DAs’ data. In the same way, basing our design around facets enabled the DAs to map the visual analysis techniques to their context – an important way in which we ensure our work remains grounded in the application domain despite our inevitable distance from the classified defence data. Each facet has attributes: name and location for \textit{author}, \textit{document} and \textit{theme} using dot maps for spatial data, bar charts of counts for categorical data and frequency histograms for continuous numerical data, including time.

\begin{figure}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{fig4.png}
\caption{Summary graphics showing the distribution of values for each attribute in each of the facets of (from left to right) of \textit{author}, \textit{place}, \textit{document} and \textit{theme} using using dot maps for spatial data, bar charts of counts for categorical data and frequency histograms for continuous numerical data, including time.}
\end{figure}

In line with these requirements – and others from the workshop – the HTVA prototype allows graphics to be generated rapidly. Analysts can select attributes from the various facets to be plotted using a number of techniques or ‘visualization types’ that emphasise different aspects of the data. Each visualization type uses one of the facets as its \textit{subject} and allows visual variables to be mapped as per section 6.3. For example, the scatterplot in Fig. 3 (left) has \textit{place} as its subject – here dots in this visualization type represent places. Faceted overviews that show the distribution of attribute values for each facet type and allow them to be filtered are described in section 6.2.

6.2 Faceted overview

Faceted overviews as shown on the right hand side of the screenshots in Fig. 3 reveal the characteristics of each of the facets. These are used to show global distributions of values for each attribute for the \textit{author}, \textit{place}, \textit{document} and \textit{theme} facet types in Fig 4. The summary graphic type for each attribute depends on the attribute type: a map for location information, a bar chart for categorical data and a frequency histogram for continuous quantitative data, including time. Each of these summary graphics is zoomable with data being appropriately re-binned on-the-fly. In addition to their other attributes, each facet type has a measure of source uncertainty, helping address the lack of uncertainty visualization in existing systems identified in the requirements workshop. The facet overview is displayed on the right of the screen in the HTVA prototype (Fig. 3) and the user can choose which of these to display and rapidly move between faceted overview.

6.3 Constructing a graphic

To facilitate the flexible and interactive construction of graphics [49], we allow the analyst to map data attributes from any of the facets to visual variables. This mechanism is based on the concept of \textit{configuring layouts to address research questions} as implemented in HiDE [47], but we extend this work by allowing attributes from different \textit{facets} to be used; for example, in Figure 3 (right), we size \textit{place} facets by the average rating of documents associated with each \textit{place}. The elements plotted (the subject) are \textit{authors}, \textit{places}, \textit{documents} or \textit{themes}. This provides a quick and flexible means to construct graphics relevant to the analytical task in hand.
6.4 Filtering

Overviews such as those we describe in section 6.2 are useful means of filtering [9, 11]. We facilitate filtering by allowing the analyst to draw an area or range on the map, barchart or histogram. Fig. 5 shows that overall sentiment differs between two different time ranges, as indicated on the time histogram. These filters can be interactively dragged around and the main view updates in real time. This helps study changes over space, time and attribute space and conforms to the ‘multiple views with dynamic filtering’ guiding principle deemed so important in our requirements exercise.

7 ANALYTICAL PROVENANCE

Analytical provenance is the process by which the analyst achieves analytical outcomes. Feedback from the requirements workshop suggests that this is currently poorly supported, yet important for HTVA because interpretations need to be audited, justified, revisited in the light of new information, and tackled by multiple analysts. Gotz and Zhou [20] note that analytical provenance can be collected at different semantic levels. Low-level events (e.g. mouseclicks and keystrokes [6]) and higher-level actions (e.g. filtering and sorting [20, 24]) can be captured automatically, but these have low semantic content. Higher-level sub-tasks and tasks with higher semantic content cannot easily be captured automatically because they require analyst input. Our discussions with DAs suggested systems that offer optional comments at any stage as a good compromise between automatic capture and high semantic content – an approach we adopted.

Allowing analysts to review their history of automatically-captured actions and events may help them recall what they did, why they did it, identify gaps and retrospectively annotate [8, 40, 45]. Such actions and events can also be used in discussion forum contexts [22] or be presented as a narrative [13]. There are many examples in which restoring the graphical state used by the analyst is an important aspect of the system [14, 22, 47, 49, 55]. We use a similar approach, in which we can browse, reorder and restore past analytical states as a way of contributing to provenance by supporting, understanding and analysing analytic process and developing narratives. States are stored with annotation in ProveML as described in section 7.1.

The initial HTVA prototype offers three visualization types: a scatterplot, a density map and a dot map. These can be seen in Fig. 3. Each visualization type has different set of visual variables to which data variables can be mapped: dots in the scatterplots can be positioned in x and y, sized, and coloured by any attribute from any facet type; dots on the dot maps can be positioned, sized and coloured; and the colour on the density map is assigned to an attribute.

The obtrusive nature of asking analysts for detailed semantic information during the analytical process prompted Gotz and Zhou [20] to investigate ways to partially automate this. They produced a taxonomy of actions and suggest how patterns of these can be used to infer higher level semantic goals. This useful approach is something we will investigate in future to make provenance capture even less intrusive.

We presented the HTVA prototype to the DAs with some initial ideas on capturing and presenting analytical provenance at our feedback workshop. The reception was positive. A considerable number of very specific ideas were generated in a lively session where the emphases on dynamism, interaction and provenance were clear. The rationale here was to show how the HTV A methods that we were developing could be applied to a known problem relevant to the HTA domain. The synthesised data consist of geo-coded microblog messages that contain more structure and less low quality information than standard social media sources. Our DA colleagues supported this decision, which also enables us to demonstrate the flexibility of the framework in terms of encoding different data sets.
7.1 Capturing and browsing analytical process using states

We capture the analytical process by storing a series of states, each of which is automatically and non-obtrusively captured, when an event or action takes place, i.e. every time any aspect of the visualization is changed or data filtered. Each state contains enough information for the software to restore the visualization state from the live data, including information about how the data were filtered. These states are snapshots – we do not explicitly record the operators [47] used to move between states, which gives us the flexibility to reorder these states later – a key DA requirement (section 7.4).

Within the HTVA prototype, stored states can be restored from live data and live data accessed from stored states. Since visual representations are usually software specific, we use the lower fidelity representations of a bitmap thumbnail image and a high-level description of the visual encoding in an approach that reflects that used in HiVE [47]. States are modelled in ProveML as collections associated with a ‘state’ themed document containing a URL to a visual summary (section 7.3) of the state and a text description of the visual encoding. This configuration is shown schematically in Fig. 2c.

7.2 Bookmarks

Automatically-captured states contain little semantic information [20]. Although the DAs considered that there was a need to capture the entirety of the analytical process, they asserted the importance of ‘flagging’ particular moments that the analyst considers significant and attaching a comment or insight to this.

To address this, the HTVA prototype allows the analyst to make semantically-richer bookmarks at any time during the analytical process or afterwards when browsing the state history. Bookmarks are annotated with comments or statements of insight. Like states, bookmarks can be restored, allowing the analyst to revisit them. They are modelled in ProveML in the same way as states, but by additionally appending the comment to the text of the document and adding a ‘bookmark’ theme. This allows significant states to be recorded as bookmarks with limited effort on the part of the DA. A schematic representation is shown in Fig. 2d.

7.3 Graphical summaries of states and bookmarks

To help analysts handle the potentially large number of states and bookmarks that will result from analysis, we designed graphical summaries shown in Fig. 6. As mentioned, the mappings between available visual variables and data attributes are included, coloured by attributes’ facet types. Available visual variables depend on the visualization type – note how these differ between the visualization types in Fig. 1.

Rather than providing full details of the filtered used, we supply a list of all the attributes that were involved in the filtering, coloured by their facet type, at the bottom of the summary. Characteristics of the resulting filtered set of facets are also displayed. Counts of authors, documents, places and themes are shown, along with the average source uncertainty of each facet type mapped to lightness. In Fig. 6, the source uncertainty for themes (light colour) is very high compared to the others, indicating that perhaps interpretations made on the basis of theme are less reliable than for other facet types – potentially important information in assessing the confidence one might place in the information encoded in a state or bookmark. In addition, a summary of the place location is provided as a standard ellipse [12] which summarises the extent and location of the places. The ellipse’s centre is located at the mean, while the long axis shows the direction of greatest dispersion and has a length of twice the standard deviation of positions along that axis. The length of the short axis indicates dispersion in the perpendicular direction. Finally, the mean and standard deviation of document time are shown as a rectangle. The spatial and temporal views are scaled to the maximum for all the states and bookmarks.

Within the software, these graphical summaries link directly to ‘live’ data that can be restored and revisited when the state or bookmark summary graphics are clicked.

7.4 Ordering and reorganising bookmarks

During or after the analytic process, the analyst is able to browse the graphical summaries of the various states and convert any of them to a bookmark by adding appropriate semantic information.

States and bookmarks can be browsed in the order in which they were generated, as in Fig. 7 (left). But as indicated by the graphical summaries shown, characteristics of states and bookmarks can be expressed quantitatively. Quantitative measures such as the number of authors in the filtered selection, the spatial extent of the place locations or the average document time can be used to sort bookmarks, offering useful alternative ways of browsing insights generated. For example, in Fig. 7 (right, ordered by average document time) the order of the events represented by the bookmarks can be seen, and Fig. 8 (arranged spatially by place) indicates that bookmarks are centred on just four distinct place locations and those on the periphery are the most spatially focussed.

As well as ordering by quantitative measures of bookmark characteristics, DAs expressed considerable interest in being able to drag bookmarks around the screen: “you almost want to favourite the key decision points – maybe visually rearrange them”. This would enable analysts to use the screen space to organise their ideas: “I can drag stuff in and say that this group of documents support my hypothesis… this stuff refutes my hypothesis…”. We also detected interest in using the screen coordinates more explicitly: “…put stuff above or below the line – this would be really cool”. There is certainly evidence from the sensemaking [41] literature that letting analysts drag bookmarks around in a ‘sandbox’ [57] helps organise their ideas and helps externalise some of the details about how insights relate to each other [35]. Recent work also suggests that enforcing a classification or ordering pattern can actually undermine an analyst’s comprehension of a data set [29]. We use the idea of a sandbox to allow analysts to organise states or bookmarks into ordered sequences or groups and subsequently store these configurations.

7.5 Forming narratives

The results of HTA are interpretations that lead to recommendations that help inform decision making. Feedback from the workshops indicated that analysts are regularly asked to give verbal briefings to decision-makers higher up in the chain of command with little advance warning. These are often short – in the range of 30-120 seconds.
Fig. 7: Bookmarks created during an analysis of the VAST Challenge 2011 Mini Challenge 1 data set[21], which presents a fictional scenario of epidemic outbreak and spread in a city using geotagged Twitter-style messages. Left: Ordered (row by row) by the order in which the bookmarks were created by the analyst. Right: Ordered by the average time at which the documents were written.

Fig. 8: The bookmarks shown in Fig. 7, but placed on a map at the mean locations of the bookmarks’ filtered subsets of places. Standard ellipses [12] summarise the spatial extent of these places. Some bookmarks are tightly focussed on a particular area, indicating a localised event, while others appear to be more general observations.

Fig. 9: A narrative has been formed by dragging bookmarks into an ordered group and attaching narrative text. Each bookmark can be linked back to the live data.

How does the epidemic start and spread?

Low sentiment scores for documents from the north west

A bus accident at a bridge over the river near the largest city

People, seniors and white people in the west where the previous day suffered

Traffic and driving speeds in the north west

Narrative text

– but the time available may change with little notice. Addressing this scenario was an important requirement for our DAs.

Narratives are ordered sets of facts, assumptions, assertions and interpretations used to communicate a message – in our case, using states and bookmarks obtained from HTVA. It is unlikely that these would be presented in the same order in which they were found by the analyst. Using the sandbox functionality described above, we support analysts in creating narratives by arranging states or bookmarks into sequences or groups and then attaching a narrative message to each group, as illustrated by the simple examples in Fig. 9.

In ProveML, narratives are modelled by linking bookmark documents to a narrative document – that is, a document with a ‘narrative’ theme. The ordering of bookmarks within the narrative is encoded as the role for each bookmark, and we also annotate the link between each bookmark and the narrative with information about the spatial position of the bookmark in the sandbox. We can thus record the analyst’s use of screen space, which may have specific semantic meaning.

A narrative may pass through different levels of summarisation, dependent on the target audience and the time allocation. For example, an aide to a general might require a five minute extended summary, from which a smaller number of findings could be extracted as a new narrative for the final briefing. By representing these narratives using ProveML, an audit trail is maintained throughout the analysis, and in after-event analysis it can easily be determined what information was presented at each level from analyst to decision-maker.

By sharing narratives rather than the entire process, we also allow for different levels of security classification: while narratives for senior officers at strategic level would include (and link to) all data, those aimed at a tactical or operational level may simply provide appropriate findings through the graphical summaries without exposing the underlying evidence.

8 REACTION

Feedback that validates the approaches presented here has also been provided through ongoing communications with two DA colleagues, selected as key players on the basis of background and experience from the earlier workshops. Whilst this has been informal and collected during structured discussion at our feedback workshops, responses have been very positive on the whole: for example on the elegance of the abstraction of facets and the rapid update of the interface through which these can be explored, or in relation to our means
of capturing and recording insights and the way that our approaches enable analysts to show rigour and process in decision-making. When demonstrating the approaches we were informed: “[there are] no dead ends. All usable, all relevant and of value.”

The HTVA prototype evidently demonstrated potential for VA in HTA: “there is stuff in here that we cannot do, or haven’t thought about needing to do but potentially should be doing or just don’t know how to do it.”

The flexibility of the underlying XML representation of ProveML was noted: “I like that it’s XML based because that makes it extremely portable - you can just apply an XSLT and spit out some RDF”

ProveML was considered suitable for providing an audit trail, as a means of transferring knowledge and reasoning and to enable analysts to record, re-use and analyse their work: “Knowledge goes with the analyst. How can we make it persist? ... Using something like this so that a new analyst can go in and not lose the benefit of all that tacit knowledge would be really good.”; “Very interesting. You might want to go back through your reasoning and analyse your own analysis. OK, so I have written this assessment report, how did I come up with that assessment and how confident am I in my analysis?”

The HTVA framework was selected from a series of funded technological innovations for presentation at a broad audience at a recent DSTL showcase event. One of our DA contacts described the approach as “one of the most exploitable and operationally relevant projects on show”. Whilst we have not deployed methods in the defence domain we have established through this kind of evidence and our close work with DA colleagues that there is a strong likelihood that the methods used here are suitable for delivery to support informed and effective HTVA through which meaningful critical analysis can be undertaken, recorded and communicated to support HTA.

9 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The approaches presented here show potential for VA in HTA. They are designed to support DAs in their critical thinking in the context of uncertain, unstructured data in which situations change and viewpoints vary as they make sense of the human terrain. Reactions from our DA colleagues indicate that they have considerable potential for so doing.

We identified important characteristics of the reports used by DAs in their HTA. These are about places, people and organisations, written by a diverse set of individuals, including social scientists, regional studies experts and other military sources. They are characterised by a lack of consistencies, variable levels of uncertainty in the content, and lack of consensus. We found Type web-review data to be a suitable surrogate. Our abstraction of data characteristics into facets allows us to use this surrogate data in ways that are meaningful to DAs and it ensures that techniques are transferable. This was further demonstrated through our use of the VAST challenge microblog data set.

In line with the DAs’ requirements, aspirations and guiding principles, the HTVA prototype allows the data to be visually explored through different facet types and allows informative interactive graphics to be quickly and flexibly generated by mapping data attributes to appropriate visual variables. Interactive faceted selection and filtering can be undertaken on-the-fly in real time and helps address the DAs’ requirement of exploring the data through space, time and other attributes. These sophisticated faceted filtering and multi-view representations form the basis of our visual approach to HTVA – providing the kind of ‘Digital Recce’ requested for HTA through which uncertainty can be considered, as data that represent conflicting views and originate from different sources are assessed, and insights achieved.

We have learned plenty about restaurant reviews and reviewers [42] and revisited events in Vastopolis [21] and are confident that the facets used in our framework are relevant to the tasks to which our DAs apply themselves, but for security reasons we are unable to confirm that insights can be achieved from the confidential data used in HTA.

We address the DAs’ requirement to record the analytical process and allow key aspects of process to be bookmarked, in ways they find useful. The summary graphics of analytical bookmarks can be browsed in flexible ways that allow analysts to revisit process and to verify their own past interpretations and those made by others, perhaps in the light of new information or a change in context. This mechanism also helps analysts rearrange bookmarks into narratives, designed for audiences at different levels. This enables analysts to brief decision-makers higher up in the chain of command, linking the narrative to the live data views encapsulated by the bookmarks. It also opens up possibilities for communicating intelligence down the chain, giving those with the socio-cultural expertise that enables them to collect the data opportunities to see some of the benefits of their work and communicate with analysts. This offers potential for addressing the shared experience issue raised by De Vries [7] with possible benefits for the HT information supply chain.

ProveML allows us to encode the faceted information and provenance relating to both data and process, transform data and share it between systems in an extensible way. For example, sets of narratives, that may contain conflicting or supporting perspectives, can be encoded and replayed later.

In combination, these techniques constitute an effective and extensible framework for analysis and provenance in HTA that meets many of the requirements and addresses many of the issues expressed and raised by DAs during our human-centred design.

Our flexible faceted design should support deployment of our framework in a defence context. By adjusting the facets to more closely match the real data, our tools and techniques should be applicable to the same fashion with minimal adjustment, and the feedback from our DA colleagues indicates that our methods for recording data and analytic provenance, bookmarking and constructing narratives are meaningful contributions to the process of HTVA.

The current prototypes have served their purpose reasonably well in providing ample evidence of possibilities for HTVA. They use adequate, plausible representations to address established requirements. If we were to develop prototypes into deployable software we would work on a number of design issues. The design of graphical summaries used for states and bookmarks would be key here. These are information rich and whilst likely to be learnable may not be optimal or intuitive – issues that we could test using formal evaluation methods. As narratives grow in size, limitations of screen space may require a reduction in size of the thumbnails. This gives scope for multi-scale representations. Bookmarks and their underlying collections of facets could also be summarised in other ways, for example as Document Cards [50]. Developing software for deployment would take advantage of our user-centred design process but would require us to augment it with quantitative studies of usability and utility – activity that is beyond the scope of our current work and not required to address our current objectives.

In the future we do aspire, as do Gotz and Zhou [20], to capture semantically-rich analytical provenance automatically and unobtrusively, and develop techniques that infer semantic information from analysts’ actions. Developing means of inference from the way in which analysts select and spatially organise bookmarks may offer interesting insights into analyst intent that enhance the HVA process.
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